60% have created online accounts without parents' knowledge.

30% say parents are "not aware at all" or "not very aware" of their online activities.

32% must report online incidents that make them feel scared or uncomfortable.

16% must share account passwords with parents.

48% "never" or "rarely" turn to their parents for help.

40% turn to friends first.

28% say they are "not aware at all" or "not very aware" of what their kids are doing online.

57% require teens to report any online incidents that make them feel scared or uncomfortable.

50% must share account passwords with parents.

67% say teens are more likely to share problems with them "most" or "all the time".

85% hope teens would seek their help first.

47% have serious security, safety, and privacy concerns, such as:
- Someone accessing their account without permission.
- Someone sharing personal information about them online.

35% receiving unwanted communications that make them uncomfortable.

10% of teens received some sort of online harassment (e.g., cyberbullying) last year. Cruel messages were mainly about:
- Something they said or did.
- Their appearance.
- Sexual orientation, race, gender.

One in four teens (27%) are "very concerned" that they may be targeted by extreme political or religious content.